
CROCHET PATTERN

Unicorn
Bag

Design: Crafty Maz Designs | Hobbii Design
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MATERIALS
2 skeins of Friends Cotton 8/6 Colour 01
1 skein of Friends Cotton 8/6 Colour 51
1 skein of Friends Cotton 8/6 Colour 124
1 skein of Acacia Print Colour 15

Crochet hook 3 mm
Darning needle
Stitch markers
Tape measure

YARN QUALITY
Friends Cotton 8/6, Hobbii

100 % Cotton
50 g / 1.75 oz. = 105 m /115 yds

Acacia Print, Hobbii
51% Acrylic, 49% Cotton
100 g / 3.5 oz. = 250 m /273 yds

GAUGE
10 cm x 10 cm (4” x 4”) = 6 rounds

ABBREVIATIONS
ch = chain
st(s)= stitch(es)
slst = slip stitch
sk = skip
sc = single crochet
dc = double crochet
PM = place marker
inc = increase, 2 stitches in one stitch
*...* = repeat between **
{...} = marks end stitch count

SIZE
One size

MEASUREMENTS
Width: 20cm / 8 inches
Length: 23cm / 9 inches

PATTERN INFORMATION
Here is the Unicorn Bag which is the perfect
opportunity for your little one to carry their
own things!

The bag is crocheted in the round and then
the horn, ears and hair are made separately
and sewn onto the bag. The strap is the last
thing to be made.

HASHTAGS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
#hobbiidesign #hobbiiunicorn
#hobbiihellosunshine

BUY THE YARN HERE
https://shop.hobbii.com/unicorn-bag

QUESTIONS
If you have any questions regarding this pattern, please feel free to email us at
support@hobbii.com
Please make sure to include the pattern's name and number.

Happy Crafting!
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Pattern

BAG BASE
Round 1: Using colour 51 start with a magic ring, ch 3 (counts as dc), 11 dc into the ring, slst
to top of ch 3 {12}
Round 2: ch 3, dc 1 in the st below the ch 3, inc 1 in each st around, slst to top of ch 3 {24}
Round 3: ch 3, inc 1, *dc 1, inc 1* repeat between ** 11 times, slst to top of ch 3 {36}
Round 4: ch 3, dc 1, inc 1, *dc 2, inc 1* repeat between ** 11 times, slst to top of ch 3 {48}
Round 5: ch 3, dc 2, inc 1, *dc 3, inc 1* repeat between ** 11 times, slst to top of ch 3 {60}
Round 6: ch 3, dc 3, inc 1, *dc 4, inc 1* repeat between ** 11 times, slst to top of ch 3 {72}
Round 7: ch 3, dc 4, inc 1, *dc 5, inc 1* repeat between ** 11 times, slst to top of ch 3 {84}
Rounds 8-12: ch 3, dc 1 in each st around, slst to top of ch 3 {84}
Fasten off colour 51
Round 13: Attach colour 01 yarn with a standing dc in the first st, dc 1 in each st around, slst
to top of dc {84}
Rounds 14-29: ch 3, dc 1 in each st around, slst to top of ch 3 {84}
Fasten off.

HORN
Round 1: Using colour 01 start with a magic ring, 6 sc into the ring {6}
Round 2: sc in each st {6}
Round 3: *sc inc 1, sc 1* 3 times {9}
Round 4: sc in each st {9}
Round 5: *sc inc 1, sc 2* 3 times {12}
Round 6: sc in each st {12}
Round 7: *sc inc 1, sc 3* 3 times {15}
Round 8: sc in each st {15}
Round 9: *sc inc 1, sc 4* 3 times {18}
Round 10: sc in each st {18}
Round 11: *sc inc 1, sc 5* 3 times {21}
Round 12: sc in each st {21}
Round 13: *sc inc 1, sc 6* 3 times {24}
Rounds 14-19: sc in each st {24}
Now, fold the horn and sc across the bottom edge working through the front and back sts to
close. Leave a long tail for sewing.
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EARS - MAKE 2
Round 1: Using colour 01 start with a magic ring, 6 sc into the ring {6}
Round 2: sc in each st {6}
Round 3: *sc inc 1, sc 1* 3 times {9}
Round 4: sc in each st {9}
Round 5: *sc inc 1, sc 2* 3 times {12}
Round 6: sc in each st {12}
Round 7: *sc inc 1, sc 3* 3 times {15}
Round 8: sc in each st {15}
Round 9: *sc inc 1, sc 4* 3 times {18}
Round 10: sc in each st {18}
Round 11: *sc inc 1, sc 5* 3 times {21}
Round 12: sc in each st {21}
Round 13: sc 2, PM in last st worked, sc 6, PM in last st worked, sc 1 in remaining 13 sts {21}

Do not fasten off. Fold the ear in half so that the stitch markers are showing.

Cut approximately 90 cm / 35.5 inches of pink yarn and thread your needle, now create the
inner ear section.
(1) Insert your needle from the inside of the ear and come out in the centre at the top of the
ear, (2) insert your needle above the marked st on the left, (3) insert your needle above the
marked st on the right, (4) insert your needle back into the top centre point, (5) now
continue working back and forth between the top centre point and the spaces between the
two bottom points until the space is filled, (6) bring your needle up through one of the
bottom edge points and go back through the opposite side to create a solid line at the
bottom, secure the end.

Now, pick up the loop left from round 13 with your hook, with the ear still folded flat, sc
across the bottom edge working through the front and back sts to close. Leave a long tail for
sewing.

HAIR ROSES - MAKE 3

V-st = (dc 1, ch 3, dc 1) in the same st

Using colour 15, ch 36
Row 1: starting in the 6th ch from the hook place a dc (counts as 1st v-st), *sk 2 ch, v-st in
the next st* repeat 10 times, turn {11 v-st’s}
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Row 2: ch 3 (counts as dc), 5 dc in the v-st, *sc 1 in the space between v-st’s, 6 dc in the v-st*
repeat 10 times, sc 1 in last v-st, fasten off leaving a long tail for sewing. {11 sets of 6dc and
11 sc}

With the wrong side facing, roll it up into the shape of a rose and the desired tightness,
using the long tail, work back and forth through all the layers at the base to secure.

HAIR CURLS - MAKE 2

Step 1: ch 23
Step 2: working from the second ch and in the back bumps only, sc inc in the next 12 chs, sc
1 in the next 10 chs, do not fasten off

Repeat step 1 and 2 five times so you have 5 curls.

NOSTRILS - MAKE TWO

Using colour 124 and approximately 50cm, cross over the yarn to create a large loop, wrap
one of the strands 8 times around, pull on both strands until the loop tightens and creates a
large knot.

CONSTRUCTION

Using the tail ends, working along the bottom edge, attach the horn and ears 4 rows down
on the bag. Place the horn in the centre and the ears approximately 3 sts apart from the
horn. Secure both the horn and ears at the centre point on the last row of the bag too to
stop them flopping down.
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Using the yarn tails secure the three roses in a row just below the horn and ears.

Now secure the hair curls to the outer edge of the roses. Shape the hair so that the first curl
attaches to the top of the rose and the last curl at the bottom of the rose. Make sure that it
is attached as close to the base of the rose as possible.

EYES
Using colour 124 and approximately 50cm / 20 inches, thread your needle and place the
eyes starting between the 6th and 7th row up from the white of the bag. The eye curve
should be 6 sts long. Place the eyes 5 sts apart.

NOSTRILS
Attach the nostrils between the 2nd and 3rd row down from the white section and 6 sts
apart.

STRAP
Row 1:With your bag folded flat, using colour 01, attach yarn in the 2nd available st from
the right of the side st, *insert your hook into the next st, pull up a loop* repeat 4 times, you
should have 5 loops on the hook, yarn over, pull through 1 loop, *yarn over, pull through 2
loops* repeat 4 times

Row 2: insert hook into the 2nd vertical loop, pull up a loop, *insert your hook into the next
vertical loop, pull up a loop* repeat 3 times, yarn over, pull through 1 loop, *yarn over, pull
through 2 loops* repeat 4 times
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Repeat row 2 until your strap measures approximately 55 cm / 22 inches or until desired
length.

Final row: insert your hook into the 1st vertical loop, pull up a loop, slst, *insert your hook
into the next vertical loop, pull up a loop, slst* repeat 4 times. Fasten off leaving a long tail.

Now counting around the back of the bag, sk 37 sts and using the mattress st, seam the
strap to the bag starting in the 38th st.

Enjoy!

Mary Etheridge – Crafty Maz Designs
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